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SUMMARY 

The population in Sweden and around the world is increasing. When population increases, cities 

become more densely populated and a demand for investments in housing and infrastructure is 

created. The investments needed are usually large in size and the projects resulting from the 

investments are often of a complex nature. A major factor responsible for creating the 

complexity of the projects is the lack of space due to the dense population. The lack of space 

creates a situation where a very common feature of these types of projects is the use of earth 

retaining systems.  

The design of retaining systems in Europe is performed today based on Eurocode. Eurocode is a 

newly introduced standard for the design of structures and is developed in order to make it 

easier to work cross borders by using the same principle of design in all countries. For the 

design of retaining walls in Sweden, Eurocode uses the old standard as the basis of the design 

procedure consisting of two separate calculations, ultimate limit state and serviceability limit 

state. Since soil does not consist of two separate mechanisms consisting of failure and 

serviceability, this approach to solving engineering problems fails to address the real behavior 

of soils. To handle this problem Bolton et. al. (1990a, 1990b, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010) 

developed the theory of “mobilized strength design” where a single calculation procedure 

incorporates both the calculation of deformations and the safety against failure. The calculation 

uses conservation of energy and the degree of mobilized shear strength to study deformations in 

and around the retaining system and the safety against failure in mobilizing the maximum shear 

strength of the soil. 

The aim of this thesis was to introduce the theory of mobilized strength design to geotechnical 

engineers in Sweden working both in academia and in industry. Another aim of the thesis was to 

develop a tool that could be used to perform calculations of earth retaining systems based on 

this theory.   

The development of a working tool has resulted in a Matlab code which can in a simple way be 

used to calculate both deformations in the retaining system and the safety against failure by 

using the degree of mobilized shear strength presented in the theory. The Matlab code can 

handle ground layering with different shear strengths and weights of the soil. A comparison 

instrument in a Mathcad calculation sheet have been developed to produce results based on the 

original theory where the feature of soil layering is not incorporated into the calculation 

procedure. The thesis shows that the Matlab code developed performs well but is not yet 

sensitive enough to produce the same results as the Mathcad calculation sheet and needs to be 

further developed to make it more robust in order to handle all different excavation scenarios. 
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The theory of mobilized strength design has been introduced to geotechnical engineers in 

Sweden and the thesis studies the theory and shows the calculation procedure and how the 

different input values and calculations affect the analysis.  

The thesis also shows some areas in which the theory and the code can be modified and where 

further research can be performed in order to make them fully applicable to Swedish conditions. 

As an example the use of rock dowels drilled into the bedrock and attached to the retaining 

structure is a common feature for deep excavations in Sweden. Further research can be pursued 

on how to incorporate the energy stored in the rock dowels into the calculation procedure.  
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SAMMANFATTNING 

Befolkningen i Sverige och resten av världen ökar. När befolkningen ökar blir städerna mer 

tätbefolkade och en efterfrågan på investeringar inom bostäder och infrastruktur skapas. 

Investeringarna som krävs är ofta stora och projekten som skapas från investeringen är ofta av 

en komplex natur. En stor bidragande faktor till komplexiteten i projekten är den brist på 

utrymme som en tätbefolkad stad medför. Denna brist på utrymme skapar en situation där 

stödkonstruktioner ofta är en vanlig del av projekten.        

Dimensionering av stödkonstruktioner i Europa utförs idag i enlighet med Eurocode. Eurocode 

är en nyligen introducerad standard, för dimensionering av konstruktioner, som är utvecklad för 

att göra det lättare att arbeta över landsgränser genom att använda samma principer inom alla 

länder. För dimensionering av stödkonstruktioner i Sverige använder Eurocode den gamla 

standarden som bas för beräkningsförfarandet som består av två separata beräkningar, brott- och 

bruksgräns. Eftersom marken inte består av två separata mekanismer, brott och bruks, så 

misslyckas detta tillvägagångssätt med att adressera jordens verkliga beteende. För att hantera 

detta utvecklade Bolton et. al. (1990a, 1990b, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010) teorin ”mobilized 

strength design” som integrerar både deformationer och säkerhet mot brott i samma 

beräkningsförfarande. Beräkningarna använder bevarandet av energi och graden av mobilisering 

av lerans skjuvhållfasthet för att studera deformationer i och runt en stödkonstruktion samt 

säkerheten mot brott vid mobilisering av lerans maximala skjuvhållfasthet.  

Målet med detta arbete var att introducera teorin bakom ”mobilized strength design” för 

geotekniker både inom industrin och i den akademiska världen. Ett annat mål var att utveckla ett 

verktyg som kan nyttjas för att utföra beräkningar av stödkonstruktioner baserat på teorin.   

Utvecklingen av ett fungerande verktyg har resulterat i en Matlab kod som på ett enkelt sätt kan 

användas för att beräkna både deformationer i en stödkonstruktion och säkerheten mot brott 

genom att använda mobiliseringsgraden av lerans skjuvhållfasthet. Matlab koden kan hantera en 

jordprofil med varierande skjuvhållfasthet och tunghet. Ett jämförelse verktyg i Mathcad har 

utvecklats för att producera resultat baserat på original teorin som inte kan hantera en jordprofil 

med varierande tunghet. Uppsatsen visar att Matlab koden som utvecklats presterar väl men är 

ännu inte känslig nog för att producera samma resultat som Mathcad beräkningen och behöver 

därför fortsatt utvecklas för att göra den mer robust för att hantera alla möjliga olika typer av 

schaktscenarios. 

Teorin med ”mobilized strength design” har intoducerats för geotekniker i Sverige och 

uppsatsen presenterar beräkningsgången samt hur parametrarna och beräkningarna påverkar 

analysen.   
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Uppsatsen beskriver också områden där teorin och koden kan modifieras samt vart fortsatt 

forskning kan utföras för att göra metoden fullt applicerbar på svenska förhållanden. Som ett 

exempel är bergdubb som borras ned i berg och fästs till stödkonstruktionen en vanlig del vid 

djupa schakter i Sverige. Fortsatt forskning kan utföras för att studera hur den energi som 

bevaras i bergdubben kan intergreras i beräkningen.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Population all over the world is increasing and cities are becoming larger. The increasing size of 

cities causes a need for urban infrastructure developments to be undertaken. Since projects of 

this nature are being undertaken in the most densely populated areas within very limited space, 

deep excavations combined with earth retaining structures is often a vital part of succeeding 

with projects in these types of settings.     

The design of earth retaining systems for deep excavations and how they will affect the adjacent 

surroundings have historically, in Sweden, been performed in accordance with the sheet pile 

handbook (Ryner et al. 1996. Swedish title-Sponthandboken), the Swedish national code for the 

design of earth retaining structures. The sheet pile handbook is currently also the base of SS-EN 

1997-1:2005 Eurocode 7, chapter 9, Earth retaining structures, (Ryner and Arvidson, 2009) to 

calculate earth pressures against retaining walls. 

The calculations in SS-EN 1997-1:2005 consist of studying two separate limit states. The first is 

an Ultimate Limit State (ULS) based on the theory of plasticity using partial coefficients on 

loads and soil parameters. To calculate earth pressures acting on the retaining structure, 

Rankines theory of horizontal earth pressure are used (Ryner et al. 1996). Rankines theory is 

based on plasticity and assumes a zone of soil to move relative to a slip surface where the peak 

soil strength is mobilized on this slip surface. Partial coefficients are used to take uncertainties 

and measuring errors into consideration by deriving a design value for the input parameters. The 

second calculation is a Serviceability Limit State (SLS) based on the theory of elasticity using 

empirical correlations or for example numerical calculations, with use of soil models 

implemented in a Finite Element Method (FEM) code, to calculate deformations of the retaining 

structure and ground surface movements. FEM gives the designer the possibility to study both 

the mechanics of the materials involved in the excavation systems and how stresses and strains 

distribute throughout the system, simultaneously. However, the analysis require the use of soil 

models that sometimes can be quite complex to use and requires the designer to have a deep 

understanding of the mathematical relationship behind them and the experience to evaluate if 

the results produced by them are reasonable. Analytical calculations based on empirical 

correlations do not offer the designer the same opportunities and freedom to study specific 

mechanics of the excavation system. However, the designer is allowed to quite easily estimate, 

for example, vertical movements of the ground surface behind the retaining structure based on 

general charts derived from case studies of ground movements around deep excavations.   

The distinction between ULS and SLS calculations and the complexity of soil models in FEM 

has created a need for a design approach where the behavior of the soil and the retaining 
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structure can be analyzed and calculated in the same limit state and used to evaluate specific 

results from numerical calculations. To deal with this issue Bolton et al. (1990a, 1990b) and 

Osman and Bolton (2004, 2005, 2006) proposed a new design approach where the concept of 

“mobilisable soil strength” is introduced and used accompanied by the theory of plasticity. 

Osman and Bolton (2004, 2005, 2006) proposed that a stress-strain curve from an undisturbed 

soil sample in a representative zone of soil can be used as a curve of plastic soil strength 

mobilized. Strains are used to predict displacements and stresses to demonstrate stability against 

failure.  

Lam (2010) further studied the deformation mechanisms in multi-supported excavations in clay 

and developed an extended version of the concept of mobilized strength design where an 

extended deformation mechanism using global conservation of energy was proposed. A 

database of case histories was created based on data from 150 cases across the world where wall 

deflections etc. from field measurements were compared with results from calculations derived 

using the extended version of mobilized strength design (MSD).  

Based on the theory presented by Lam (2010) this thesis main aim is to develop a Matlab code 

that can be used both by professional engineers and by professional’s working in academia to, 

in a simple way; study the mechanics of an earth retaining system. Since the calculations are 

very repetitive and time consuming there is a need for a simple and general calculation tool that 

can perform the analysis. The Matlab code is not intended to be used as a replacement of the 

existing design theories but rather as a complement to, for example, finite element methods in 

order to allow the designer to verify specific results gained from such analysis and to study the 

degree of mobilized shear strength at different depth and locations in the soil stratum involved 

in the deformation mechanism. Another aim is to introduce the concept of MSD to practicing 

engineers in Sweden and to show how the theory can be used to study specific mechanics of an 

earth retaining system, without using complex numerical calculations. 

The structure of this thesis is built up by four main parts. In the first part a literature review is 

performed on the different limit state calculations, Eurocode and MSD, for an earth retaining 

system. The main focus of this review lies in the theory of MSD and how it can be used as a 

design tool. However, for completeness reasons a review of the principles of the Swedish code 

will also be performed.  

In the second part, a deeper presentation of the theory of MSD and more specifically how it has 

been used to program a Matlab code that can be used for the analysis of an earth retaining 

system is made.   
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In the third part, a presentation is made of the results from the development of the tool. A 

calculation example is presented, based on an example from Osman and Bolton (2006), to make 

it easy to follow the calculation procedure and how the tool executes the analysis.  

In the last part, the results and experiences from the development of the code is discussed. These 

results and experiences are then used as a base for suggestion and recommendation of further 

research. In the discussion an emphasis is put on how MSD can be used as complement to the 

classical analysis to study specific parts of the mechanics in an earth retaining system.    
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Introduction 

The design of earth-retaining structures in Sweden is performed in accordance with chapter nine 

in SS-EN 1997-1:2005 Eurocode 7-Geotechnical design. The design of an earth-retaining 

structure consists of two separate calculation procedures, ULS and SLS.  

Ultimate limit state calculations are performed to design the retaining-structure against failure 

loads. Several different types of failure modes are possible for retaining walls and all needs to 

be considered when designing the structure. In order to consider the forces acting on the 

structure and the safety against failure in the structure, calculations of earth-pressures are 

performed based on loads and soil conditions at the site. One possible procedure used in SS-EN 

1997-1:2005 for calculating earth-pressures acting on the retaining wall is the one used in the 

sheet pile handbook, the old Swedish standard for the design of sheet-pile walls (Ryner et al. 

1996). Calculations of earth-pressures in the sheet pile handbook are performed based on 

Rankines theory which assumes that a zone of soil retained by a structure acts as a wedge and 

moves relative to a plane on which the peak soil strength is mobilized. To safely design the 

sheet-pile wall against failure, partial coefficients are applied on loads and strength parameters 

of the materials.  

Serviceability limit state calculations are performed to calculate deformations and forces acting 

on the retaining structure and the surrounding environment. Calculations are performed using 

characteristic values on both earth-pressures and material strength parameters. Deformations 

can be studied in different ways, for example by using empirical relations based on data from 

measurements, performed by Terzaghi and Peck and presented by Peck (1969), to get an 

estimate of the expected ground movements or by performing numerical calculations using for 

example soil models implemented in a Finite Element Methods code (Ryner et al. 1996).   

The way of performing calculations presented above makes a distinction between calculations 

for safety against failure, ULS, and calculations of deformations, SLS. MSD is a new design 

method that has been developed to perform calculations that correspond to the way that soil 

behaves in a more realistic way. Calculations for safety against failure and deformations are not 

separated but are considered as one mechanism. Osman and Bolton (2006) presented a theory 

for the design of a sequential construction of a braced excavation which induces wall 

displacements and ground deformations. Lam (2010) further developed the theory by 

introducing the extended mobilized strength design which uses the concept of conservation of 

energy to calculate displacements and ground settlements, both for wide- and narrow 

excavations.  
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The literature review is built up by two main parts. In the first part, a presentation of the existing 

principles of designing earth retaining systems is performed. In the second part, from section 2.4 

and onwards, a presentation of the theory of MSD and the principles on which the theory is 

based is presented. The presentation of MSD is accompanied by a presentation on how to obtain 

the input parameters, from soil laboratory tests, needed for the design.  

2.2. Ultimate limit state according to Eurocode 

The first procedure for designing an earth-retaining structure is an ultimate limit state, or failure 

load calculation, where forces acting in the soil stratum and on the structural members are 

investigated. Calculations are performed using partial coefficients on loads and material 

parameters to make an allowance for a factor of safety against failure. Based on loads and forces 

acting on the structure, structural members i.e. struts, sheet-piles etc. can be designed.     

For failure load calculations, all possible failure modes must be considered. The modes of 

failure can be divided into two different types, those that occur in the soil stratum and those that 

occur in the retaining system. In this thesis only the failures modes that occur in the soil stratum 

are discussed. The failure types in the soil stratum that must be considered are (Ryner et. al. 

1996): 

• Total stability of the system 

 

Figure 1-Failure mode, total stability of the system 

• Base heave of the bottom of the excavation  

 

Figure 2-Failure mode, base heave of the bottom of the excavation 
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• Hydraulic base heave in the excavation 

 

Figure 3-Failure mode, hydraulic base heave in the excavation 

• Hydraulic ground failure 

 

Figure 4-Failure mode, hydraulic ground failure 

• Rotational stability around one support level 

 

Figure 5-Failure mode, rotational stability around one support level 

The failure types in the retaining system that must be considered are: 

• Vertical moment distribution in the retaining wall 
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Figure 6-Failure mode, moment in the retaining wall 
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• Vertical stability of the system 

 

Figure 7-Failure mode, vertical stability of the retaining system 

• Horizontal moment distribution in the wale beam at support levels 

 

Figure 8-Failure mode, moment in the wale beam at support levels 

• Pull-out capacity of anchors in the anchor zone 

 

Figure 9-Failure mode, pull-out capacity of anchors 

 

 

 

• Tension forces in the anchors 
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Figure 10-Failure mode, tension forces in anchors 

• Compression forces in the struts 

 

Figure 11-Failure mode, Compression forces in the struts 

• Embedment of sheet-pile footing 

 

Figure 12-Failure mode, sheet-pile footing embedment 

In order to design the retaining system against all these failure modes, Eurocode uses partial 

coefficients applied on strength parameters of materials and on loads. Partial coefficients for 

designing structures can in Eurocode be applied according to three different design approaches. 

For the design of retaining structures in Sweden, Design approach 3 should be used (Ryner and 

Arvidsson 2011).  
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Partial coefficients are used to consider model and input parameter uncertainties. By applying 

partial coefficients to reduce material strength and increase loads acting on the structure, a 

“factor of safety” is introduced into the calculations. The coefficients specified in Eurocode are 

set values depending amongst other factors partly on the complexity of the geotechnical 

structure being built and how severe the damages would be in occurrence of a failure. Based on 

the situation a geotechnical category and a safety class of the geotechnical structure can be 

determined (Ryner and Arvidsson 2011). Both geotechnical categories and safety classes are 

divided into three different levels where geotechnical categories for excavations are defined as 

follows (Ryner and Arvidsson 2011). 

Geotechnical category 1 (GK1) 

Geotechnical category one includes simple structures that are being built with a small or 

negligible risk at sites where designers have very good knowledge of the geotechnical 

conditions. Geotechnical category one does generally not apply to earth-retaining structures 

with the exception of some simple type of excavation sleds. 

Geotechnical category 2 (GK2) 

Geotechnical category two is the normal case. The category includes conventional structures 

with no exceptional geotechnical risk or difficult soil- or load conditions. Geotechnical category 

two apply to most retaining structures with moderate excavation depths and where there will be 

no need to lower the groundwater table. For dry excavations performed in geotechnical category 

2 it is recommended that the excavation depth do not exceed a maximum of 1.5 meter in silt, 3.0 

meter in clay and 5.0 meter in friction soil. 

Geotechnical category 3 (GK3) 

Geotechnical category three applies to all cases where category one and two do not. 

Safety class of the structure is defined as (SS EN 1990): 

Safety class 1 (SK1) 

Low or small risk of severe human injuries. 

Safety class 2 (SK2) 

Normal, some risk of severe human injuries. 

Safety class 3 (SK3) 

High, large risk of severe human injuries. 
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Based on the dimensioning loads and material parameters obtained through determining the 

geotechnical category and safety class of the structure, earth-pressures acting on the retaining 

structure can be calculated. Depending on the safety class, the net earth pressure acting on the 

structure should be adjusted with a 10% increase on the net earth-pressure on the active side for 

safety class 3 and a 10% decrease for safety class 1 (Ryner and Arvidsson 2011). 

2.2.1.  Earth-pressures 

In SS-EN 1997-1:2005, calculations of earth-pressures acting against retaining-walls can be 

performed in different ways. One way is to perform the calculations in accordance with the 

design procedure in the old design guide, the Sheet pile handbook, but with a difference in the 

derivation of material parameters (Ryner and Arvidsson 2011). In the sheet pile handbook, 

earth-pressures are calculated based on Rankines theory combined with the method of applying 

partial coefficients on characteristic loads and soil parameters (Ryner et al. 1996).  Exception 

from this is made for the calculations of passive earth-pressure in clay which is performed in 

accordance with that showed by Sahlström and Stille (1979). Rankines theory is based on the 

theory of plasticity and assumes that a wedge of soil slides along a plane where the full strength 

of the soil is mobilized. The theory assumes that all deformations apparent acts on this sliding 

plane which creates a non deformed wedge to slide along the plane and induce horizontal earth-

pressures acting on the retaining structure (Osman and Bolton 2004).  

 

Figure 13-Earth pressures acting on a retaining wall with one support level (Ryner et. al. 1996) 

 

Earth-pressure calculations for friction soils are performed according to: 

!� = !	´ ∗ =>?6 @45° − DE6 F + ���    (2.1) 
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!� = !	´ ∗ =>?6 @45° + DE6 F + ���     (2.2) 

where �� is the dimensioning value of the friction angle of the soil and �� is the water 

pressure acting on the structure, based on the selected design level of the groundwater table. 

Subscript > refers to active-, J to passive earth-pressure and K to dimensioning values for soil 

strength and loads calculated in accordance Eurocode. 

Calculations of active earth-pressures for clays are performed according to: 

!� = !	 − 2 ∗  M�N�        (2.3) 

where M�N�  is the dimensioning undrained shear strength of the soil. If  ��� is larger then !�, the 

active earth pressure should be exchanged to ��� (Ryner et. al. 1996).   

The calculations for clay acting in the passive zone of the excavation are performed using the 

net passive earth-pressure in accordance with Sahlström and Stille (1979): 

!�O
PP� = QR8 ∗ M�N� − (/ ∗ � + S�)     (2.4) 

where QR8 is a stability factor that accounts for the geometry of the excavation and should be 

chosen in accordance with Sponthandboken (Ryner et. al. 1996).  

In order to apply partial factors in accordance with Eurocode, calculations for !	, should be 

performed with the effect from external loads separated from the effect of overburden pressure 

of soil (Ryner and Arvidsson 2011). 

2.2.2. Instability of the excavation base 

Different type of instabilities in the excavation base, depending on the soil stratum and its 

properties, can occur when using retaining structures for deep excavations. For excavations in 

cohesion soils i.e. clays, base heave and hydraulic base heave in the excavation are the two 

types that needs to be considered. For excavations in frictions soils i.e. sands, gravel etc. 

hydraulic ground failure can occur (Ryner et. al. 1996).  

Base heave 

Base heave occurs when strains, in the soil involved in the failure mechanism, develops. Strains 

develop due to the unloading of soil in the excavation to such a large extent that the maximum 

undrained strength of the soil mobilizes and failure occurs. Calculations for safety against base 

heave can be performed using (Ryner and Arvidsson 2011): 

QR8 ∗ T�� ∗ /U�,VR8 > (X ∗ Y ∗ � + S�) ∗ Z>[=\] K^J^?K2?Y \Z =ℎ^ 3>Z^=` [a>33  (2.5) 
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where γsd, Ncb is a partial coefficient taking the uncertainty of the equation into consideration 

(Ryner et. al. 1996).  

Hydraulic base heave 

Hydraulic base heave is due to an underlying water pressure occurring in a soil layer of friction 

material underlying a layer of cohesive soil in the bottom of an excavation. When the cohesive 

soil is excavated the ratio between the underlying water pressure, present in the friction soil, and 

the weight of the cohesive soil moves towards one. When the ratio reaches one the pressure 

from the groundwater heaves the bottom of the excavation and the soil goes to failure. Safety 

against hydraulic base heave can be determined by (Ryner et. al. 1996): 

bc∗d∗�efE > (X� ∗ Y ∗ �) ∗ Z>[=\] K^J^?K2?Y \Z =ℎ^ 3>Z^=` [a>33   (2.6) 

where K is the thickness of the overlaying soil layer and /g�  is a partial coefficient equal to 1.1. 

Hydraulic ground failure 

Hydraulic ground failure is due to inflow of water to the excavation through an underlying soil 

layer friction material. When the ratio between the gradient of inflow and the force from the 

overlying layer in the bottom of the excavation, represented by its weight in water, moves 

towards one the soil liquefies and failure occurs. Liquefying can either occur partially through 

“piping” or totally through liquefying of the entire soil body in the bottom of the excavation. To 

avoid hydraulic ground failure the pressure gradient, i, should be less than the critical value 

equal to (Ryner et. al. 1996):  

 2 ∗ Z>[=\] K^J^?K2?Y \Z =ℎ^ 3>Z^=` [a>33 < 2R�iP = (bcjbk)(bk∗efE)    (2.7) 

where /g�  is a partial coefficient equal to 1.5 for sands and 2,5 for silts. 

2.2.3. Dimensioning ground water level 

As can be seen above the level of the dimensioning ground water pressure is extremely 

important to correctly analyze forces acting on the retaining structure and the different possible 

modes of failure. Dimensioning level of the ground water pressure should be set to (Ryner and 

Arvidsson 2011): 

no`�i7 = min (qr + (sstj4t)∗eE∗u.wu.u ; ��	
����)    (2.8)  

where ��	
���� is a measure determined by geometry of the excavation, the level where water 

can flow out from the excavation. qr is the average, 50 years value, height of the ground 
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water pressure and ��r is the highest, 50 years value, level of the ground water pressure 

recorded in the specific period and location.       

2.3. Serviceability limit state according to Eurocode 

The second calculation procedure is a serviceability limit state, or deformations calculation, 

where the structural members designed in ultimate limit state are used accompanied by material 

parameters, without applying partial coefficient, to obtain a model that, as much as possible, 

reflect reality and can therefore be used to predict ground deformations and forces acting on the 

structure. The results from predictions made can later be used to compare with results obtained 

from measurements in the field. Serviceability estimates can be performed in two different 

ways, either empirically using diagrams produced by Peck (1967) or numerically using for 

example Finite Element Methods. 
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2.3.1. Estimate of deformations from Terzaghi and Peck 

Settlements of the surrounding ground surface can be estimated empirically. Terzaghi and Peck 

(1967) performed measurements of settlements of ground surfaces surrounding deep 

excavations and bulging of cantilever sheet-pile walls. The measurements performed led to a 

diagram presented by Peck (1969) which can be used to estimate the size of settlements of the 

surrounding ground surface.  

 

Figure 14-Settlements occurring in the adjacent soil of deep excavations (Peck, 1969) 
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2.3.2. Estimate of deformations and factor of safety from O´Rourke 

O´Rourke (1993) proposed that wall deflection of a supported retaining structure will develop to 

conform to a cosine function and occur between the lowest support level, for a certain 

excavation stage, and the fixed base of the wall, y.  As the excavation goes deeper and more 

levels of supports are installed the length, y, over which wall deflections will occur will 

decrease. The different excavation stages can then be summed up to give an accumulated 

deformation curve over the full length of the retaining structure, with a possible kick out 

displacement at the foot of the retaining structure if the deformation mechanism is set to go 

deeper than the actual wall. 

 

Figure 15-Bulging of a retaining structure underneath the lowest support level (O´Rourke, 1993) 

 

O´Rourke (1993) further suggested that for the influence of the retaining structure on base 

stability, it is necessary to model the basal failure mechanism for a retaining structure with wall 

and soil deformations which are compatible and consistent with the assumptions of the base 

stability. A strutted excavation in clay and an associated retaining structure is considered as in 

figure 16. Soil beneath the lowest support level is excavated to generate a maximum 

incremental displacement, :7�z, of the retaining structure and the surrounding soil. Assuming 

that the retaining structure and the surrounding soil is at the edge of failure the height of the 

structure is the critical height, �c, at which failure occurs. If the in plane length and the width of 

the excavation is assumed to be large in relation to the depth of the excavation a Pradtl zone of 

plastic deformation can be assumed for which the following equation for conservation of energy 

applies: 

/ ∗ �R ∗ { ∗ :7�z = (2 + |) ∗ { ∗ }N8 ∗ :7�z + ~   (2.9) 
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in which, γ, is the unit weight of the soil, }N8   is the average undrained shear strength of the 

soil underneath the base of the excavation, �is the depth of the excavation and ~ is the elastic 

strain energy stored in the retaining structure. If equation 2.9 is rewritten as: 

/ ∗ �R = (2 + |) ∗ }N8 + ��∗�c��    (2.10) 

it can be seen that the base stability factor, Nc =5,14 suggested by Bjerrum and Eide (1956), can 

be substituted into the equation to give: 

/ ∗ �R = Q[ ∗ }N8 + ��∗�c��     (2.11) 

And the factor of safety against failure for the retaining structure as: 

 �3 = VR∗���� ��∗�c��e∗s�      (2.12) 

 

 

Figure 16-Deformation mechanism for soil and retaining wall at the base of the structure (O´Rourke, 1993) 
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2.3.3. Estimate of deformations using 2D FEM 

Estimation of deformations behind and within an earth retaining structure can preferably also be 

made numerically by the use of, as an example, soil models in Finite Element Methods. By 

using numerical analysis the designer is allowed to estimate deformations based on the 

information given for the situation at the specific site instead of using empirical relations. The 

numerical analysis can be done in some type of computer code, programmed to analyze 

geotechnical problems, for example Plaxis which uses finite elements to calculate how stresses 

and strains relate to each other and develops throughout the soil stratum. As a change of the 

stress state in the soil stratum is applied, deformations in the soil occur to establish a new state 

of equilibrium. In order to simulate the change of stresses the designer models the planned 

construction work and all of the different stages leading to the finished geotechnical structure.  

In the modeling part a choice is made on the soil model to be used for the analysis. A number of 

different soil models can be used for the numerical analysis, from the simple isotropic linear 

elastic model to the advanced anisotropic MIT-S1 developed by Pestana (1994), where selection 

is made depending on the given problem and on the input parameters available for the design. 

All of the soil models describe the mathematical relationship between stress and strain 

increments but with differing features, and success, to describe soil behavior. 

The following is a very brief presentation about the basics of different soil models and the 

theory behind them and their input parameters. The presentation is performed to show how the 

different input parameters relate to each other and affect the results given through the numerical 

analysis, rather than just stating the input parameters needed for the analysis. The derivations of 

constitutive matrices etc. are based on the presentations made by Nordal (2012) and Muir Wood 

(1990). For a more detailed review of the theories presented it is recommended that the reader 

studies those presentations.  

The general three dimensional stress state that the regular soil models work from is defined in 

figure 15 giving six independent stress components that refers to a given coordinate system and 

relating to each other through the general linear relationship stated in equation (2.9) (Nordal 

2012). 
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Figure 17-General three dimensional stress state (Nordal, 2012) 
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or � = � ∗                              (2.11) 

It should be noted that bold characters represent matrices. 

Isotropic Linear elastic models 

Isotropic linear elastic is the “simplest” model used for numerical analysis. Linear elastic 

models use Hook’s law to define the relation between stresses and strains: 

! = � ∗ �       (2.12) 

where E is the Young’s modulus of the material.  

The model uses the general constitutive matrix to define the relation between stresses and 

strains. If full isotropy is introduced into the general constitutive matrix i.e. the elastic properties 

is equal in any direction, a constitutive matrix for the elastic material is obtained equal to: 

{ =
��
��
��
��{uu {u6 {u6 0 0 0{6u {uu {u6 0 0 0{u6 {u6 {uu 0 0 00 0 0 u6 ({uu − {u6) 0 0

0 0 0 0 u6 ({uu − {u6) 00 0 0 0 0 u6 ({uu − {u6)��
��
��
��
   (2.13) 
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Combining Hook’s law with this isotropic constitutive elastic matrix and replacing {uu and {u6 

with Young’s modulus, �, and poisons ratio, �, gives: 

{ = �(u��)(uj6�)

��
��
��
��(1 − �) � � 0 0 0� (1 − �) � 0 0 0� � (1 − �) 0 0 00 0 0 u6 (1 − 2�) 0 0

0 0 0 0 u6 (1 − 2�) 00 0 0 0 0 u6 (1 − 2�)��
��
��
��
 (2.14) 

By introducing plain strain conditions into the constitutive matrix above the constitutive 

relationship for elasticity is obtained through (Nordal 2012): 

{ = �(u��)(uj6�) ¡(1 − �) � 0� (1 − �) 00 0 u6 (1 − 2�)¢    (2.15) 

Or 

{ju = u� ¡ 1 − �6 −�(1 + �) 0−�(1 + �) 1 − �6 00 0 2(1 + �)¢    (2.16) 

where 

 � = £!uu !66 !u6¤¥      (2.17) 

 = £�uu �66 /u6¤¥      (2.18) 

and 

� = � ,  = �j¦�      (2.19) 

The equations gives the relation between stresses and strains used in isotropic linear elastic 

models. The input parameters needed to perform the numerical analysis, as can be seen in the 

constitutive matrix, is Young’s modulus, �, and poisons ratio, �. 

Elasto-plastic models    

The isotropic linear elastic model described above has major limitations when used in numerical 

analysis for soils. Since the model is based on Hook’s law, situations where the soil is close to 

failure cannot be analyzed due to the fact that no failure conditions is incorporated into the 

definition i.e. the soil cannot go to failure. The model also assumes that all incremental strains 

are perfectly elastic where no hardening of the material or plastic deformations is allowed. To 
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overcome these limitations, plastic strains and failure conditions of the soil must be introduced 

into the definition. In order to do this a yield criterion, a flow rule and a hardening rule needs to 

be defined.  

Incremental strains in an elastic-plastic analysis can be defined as: 

d = K § + K ¨      (2.20) 

where superscript, §, refers to elastic and superscript, ¨, refers to plastic. 

The yield criterion defines the current boundary of the elastic range i.e. the yield surface. Stress 

changes inside a current yield surface produces only incremental elastic strains developing, in 

an isotropic elasto-plastic model, in the same manner as described above for the elastic model. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 18-The Mohr-Coulomb yield surface presented, in principal stress space in a) and in π-plane in b), as an 
example of a yield surface (Nordal, 2012) 
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Figure 19-The initial yield surface and the continuing yield surfaces after loading (Atkinson, 1993) 

 

When stress changes acts on a yield surface a combination of elastic and plastic response occur. 

Stress changes acting on the yield surface “pushes” the surface closer to the failure surface, 

creating a larger elastic range. 

The development of plastic strains produced from a stress change acting on a yield surface is 

described by a flow rule. The flow rule describes relative size of the incremental plastic strain 

components produced from a change in stresses and is given through (Nordal, 2012): 

K ¨ = K# ©ª©�       (2.21) 

where Q refers to the function of plastic potential and the scalar, K#, can be defined through the hardening rule. Drucker (1957) showed that for a stable work hardening material the 

plastic potential function must be equal to the yield function; the two functions are associated, 

giving associated flow formulated as:    

K ¨ = K# ©«©�       (2.22) 

where F refers to the yield function. If ª ≠ « the material is said to be non-associated, giving 

non-associated flow.   

 

Figure 20-Illustration of plastic strains for non-associated flow (Nordal, 2012) 
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As can be seen in Fig. 18 the dilatancy angle, ψ, must be equal to the frictional angle, ϕ, for 

associated plastic deformations to occur, otherwise non-associated plastic deformations will 

occur for positive stress changes acting on the yield surface. 

Based on the theory presented above, Nordal (2012) derives the general elasto-plastic 

constitutive matrix as follows: 

d = K § + K ¨      (2.23) 

Elastic strains are given through the relations derived in the previous section: 

K § = �j¦K�      (2.24) 

The yield criterion is given through: 

K ¨ > 0 Z\] �(�, ) = 0  (Stresses acting on the yield surface) (2.25) 

or: 

K ¨ = 0 Z\] � < 0  (Stresses acting inside the yield surface) (2.26) 

K ¨ = 0 Z\] � = 0 >?K ®©¯©°±¥ K! < 0    (2.27) 

K ¨ > 0 Z\] � = 0 >?K ®©¯©°±¥ K! > 0    (2.28) 

Plastic strains can be described, using the flow rule from above, as: 

K ¨ = K# ²ª²�       (2.29) 

where the hardening rule defined by K# can be derived using the consistency condition: 

®©¯©°±¥ K! − ³K# = ´ → K# = ¦¶ ®©¯©°±¥ K!    (2.30) 

in which A is a plastic resistance number.   

The relation between stresses and strains can now be described as: 

 d = �j¦K� + ¦¶ ®©·©°± ®©¯©°±¥ K!    (2.31) 

Since total strains apparent in the material is: 

K = �§¨K�      (2.32) 
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the general elasto-plastic constitutive matrix is given as:  

�§¨ = �j¦ + ¦¶ ®©·©°± ®©¯©°±¥
     (2.33) 

The elasto-plastic constitutive matrix stated above gives the stress-strain relation in the material. 

The constitutive matrix given above allows the designer to account for plastic deformations and 

how they develop (through a yield criterion and the flow rule), failure loads (through the 

conditions of the failure criterion) and hardening of the material (through the hardening rule) all 

based on the input values used in computer codes. 

2.4. Mobilized Strength Design 

The calculation procedure presented above, which is used in design, makes a distinction 

between failure and serviceability. By describing the soil behavior as two separate mechanisms 

it fails to give realistic information about the smooth transition from the initial stiff behavior of 

the soil to the final plastic failure (Nordal 2012).  

To describe the behavior of the soil in a more realistic way Bolton et al. (1989, 1990a, 1990b, 

2004, 2006) suggested a new design approach, Mobilized Strength Design, for undrained clays 

based on the theory of plasticity. The proposed approach uses a stress-strain relation from a 

representative soil sample where stresses are viewed as the plastic soil strength mobilized as 

strains develop (Osman and Bolton 2004). Osman and Bolton suggested that the zone of soil 

surrounding the deformation system could be divided into different zones that each behaved 

differently regarding deformations etc. Lam (2010) introduced an extended version of the 

mobilized strength design to improve the theory in three specific aspects that the original theory 

presented by Bolton et al. failed to take into consideration.  

The first improvement made by Lam (2010) was to introduce a development of the theory that 

is capable of accounting for interfering deformation zones, from multiple retaining structures, in 

the bottom of the excavation. By proposing a rectangular 2D shearing zone in the bottom of the 

excavation the designer is allowed to calculate more realistic deformation patterns for 

excavations that are deep in relation to their width.  

The second improvement made was to introduce a design procedure that allow for ground 

layering. Through incremental energy balance the designer is allowed to account for different 

shear strengths and densities at different depths. The incremental energy balance is based on the 

theory of conservation of energy using an upper bound solution i.e. the soil is at critical state, 

using fans in the circle shaped parts of the deformation mechanism, zone CDE. 

The last improvement made was to allow for the strain energy, in the earth retaining structure, to 

be incorporated into the calculation. In the original theory the retaining system was assumed to 
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be infinitely stiff. By allowing the strain energy to be incorporated in the calculation procedure 

the designer is allowed to make more realistic estimations about the deformation mechanism.           

2.4.1. Deformations 

The theory proposed by Osman and Bolton (2006) suggested that since there are no slip surfaces 

involved in the calculations the deformations in the different zones of soil could be 

characterized as distributed shear strains, /, with a relation in undrained isotropic plain strain 

conditions according to: 

 

∆/ = |∆�u − ∆��| = ¹∆�u – (−∆�u)¹ = 2|∆�u|    (2.34) 

 

Osman and Bolton (2006) suggested a deformation mechanism, related to these plastic strain 

increments, conforming to the cosine function for calculating incremental wall displacements 

presented by O’Rourke (1993).  

:o = ��7�z6 »1 − [\3 @6¼½¾ F¿    (2.35) 

 

where, :o0>À, is the maximum displacement in the retaining structure and Á is the wavelength 

of the deformation mechanism, a fictitious length, defined as: 

Á =αs      (2.36)  Ã being a factor varying between 1 and 2 depending on how the foot of the retaining structure is 

embedded and 3 is the length of the wall below the lowest support level. 

 

Figure 21-Displacement field for wide excavation (Osman and Bolton, 2010) 
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Lam (2010) further developed the theory for the deformation mechanism by adapting it to make 

allowance for the possibility to consider narrow excavations. The original deformation 

mechanism assumes a wedge in the bottom of the excavation that for narrow excavations might 

be wider than the excavation i.e. the width derived using Pythagorean Theorem of zone FHI of 

the excavation pit is smaller then:  

 

2(Ä(Ã3 − ℎ´)6 + (Ã3 − ℎ´)6)     (2.37) 

 

where ℎ´ is the distance between the lowest support level and the level of the excavation bottom.  

 

Therefore, this improvement was introduced to make the model capable of, in a more realistic 

way, approximate the deformation mechanism for a broader spectrum of excavation problems.    

 

 

Figure 22-Displacement mechanism for narrow excavation (Lam, 2010) 
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Lam (2010) proposed that the following equations could be used for calculating deformations in 

the different soil zones: 

 

Zone ABDC - using the top of the wall as the origin 

 

Figure 23-Origin of the coordinate system in zone ABDC  

∆w* = − ∆ÅÆÇÈ6 »1 − cos (6É+Ê )¿     (2.38)  

∆w+ = 0       (2.39) 

Zone CDE - using the apex of the fan zone as the origin 

 

Figure 24-Origin of the coordinate system in zone CDE 
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∆w* = ∆ÅÆÇÈ6 Ë1 − cos (6ÉÄ+Ì�*ÌÊ )Í Ë j+Ä+Ì�*ÌÍ     (2.40) 

 

∆w+ = ∆ÅÆÇÈ6 Ë1 − cos (6ÉÄ+Ì�*ÌÊ )Í Ë *Ä+Ì�*ÌÍ     (2.41) 

Zone EFH - using the junction of the wall and the current excavation level as the origin 

 

Figure 25-Origin of the coordinate system in zone EFH 

∆w* = ∆ÅÆÇÈ6 Ë1 − cos (6É(Î�Ä+Ì�*Ì)Ê )Í Ë +Ä+Ì�*ÌÍ     (2.42) 

∆w+ = ∆ÅÆÇÈ6 Ë1 − cos (6É(Î�Ä+Ì�*Ì)Ê )Í Ë *Ä+Ì�*ÌÍ   (2.43) 

 

Zone FHI - using the junction of the excavation and the wall as the origin for both wide and 

narrow excavations 

 

Figure 26-Origin of the coordinate system in zone FHI for a wide excavation and EFHI for a narrow excavation 
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For wide excavations: 

∆w* = ∆w+ = √6∆ÅÆÇÈw Ð1 − cos (6É(Î�√ÌÌ (+j*)Ê )Ñ    (2.44) 

For narrow excavations: 

∆w* = Ê + ∆ÅÆÇÈwÒ »π + 6É*Ê + sin (6É*Ê )¿ »sin (É+Ò )¿   (2.45) 

∆w+ = ∆ÅÆÇÈ6 »1 + cos (6É*Ê )¿ »sin (É+Ò )¿    (2.46) 

where x and y is the horizontal and vertical distance, respectively, relative to varying points 

depending on the soil zone studied and ∆r7�z is the maximum deformation. 
The equations stated above shows that for À = (Á & 0), Õo` =  0 wherefore, the soil outside 

the deformation mechanism can be assumed to be rigid and the wall to be fixed in vertical 

position (Osman and Bolton 2006).  

 

2.4.2. Incremental work 

Atkinson (1993) proposed that in order to determine the upper bound it is necessary to calculate 

the internal work done by stresses in the soil and the work done by external loads during 

deformation. External work arise from loading and unloading of the soil structure through 

excavations, foundations etc. Internal work arises from straining of the soil.  

 

 

Figure 27-Work done by external forces (Atkinson, 1993) 
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Figure 28-Work done by internal forces (Atkinson, 1993) 

Straining of the soil along with the degree of mobilization of the maximum shear strength will 

increase with each excavation stage. Osman and Bolton (2006) proposed that the relation 

between the mobilized shear strength and the ultimate shear strength of the soil could be defined 

as a factor, Ö:  

Ö(0, 2) = ×�,cØ�(7,i)×�(7,i)      (2.47) 

where TN,7�8(0, 2) is the mobilized shear strength of the soil in the 0P9 excavation stage in the 

2P9 layer. Osman and Bolton (2006) further proposed that this factor could be found using the 

principal of virtual work, where the internal forces (work done), ∆r, must be equal to the 

external forces (potential energy), ∆Ù.  

∆Ù = ∆r      (2.48) 

where ∆Ù is the total net change in potential energy, excluding the effect from external loads 

placed on the ground surface, of the system in the accumulated excavation stages and can be 

calculated through:  

∆Ù7 = ∑ ÛÜ /U�P (0, 2)Ko½(0, 2)K³Ý7i5u   External forces (2.49) 

∆Ù = ∑ ∆Ù7475u      (2.50) 

Õr is the work done by the internal forces in shearing the soil. To be capable of satisfying the 

requirement for an undrained upper bound, that all possible failure surfaces should be accounted 

for, the internal work in shearing the soil is evaluated through the entire failure mechanism 

(Atkinson 1993).  The work done in shearing the soil can be calculated through:  

∆r = ∑ ÛÜ TN,7�8(0, 2) |:/(0, 2)|K³Ý7i5u   Internal forces (2.51) 

:/ is the incremental engineering strain calculated for each layer according to: 
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:/(0, 2) = ÜÞßàák�áâ �ákâá� ãÌjw@ák�áâ Fàákâá� ãä�å
Ü �å     (2.52) 

By performing the calculation for energy balance in the system incrementally the designer is 

allowed to account for layering of the soil stratum. By studying the accumulated mobilized 

shear strain in each layer the designer is allowed to account for the non-linearity of the soil and 

to correctly assume the shear strength of that particular layer (Lam 2010). The accumulated 

mobilized shear strain can be calculated through: 

/(0, 2) = �e(7,i)∗ å(7,i)� e(7ju,i)∗ å(7ju,i)å(7,i)     (2.53) 

where /(0, 2) is the total shear strain in the 0P9 excavation stage in the 2P9. ³(0, 2) is the area 

that is deforming in that specific calculation stage. 

The above can be used to balance the system of external- and internal forces. However, the 

above takes no considerations to the effect of the retaining system. In order to introduce the 

energy stored of the retaining system as part of the equation Lam (2010) showed that the 

original theory could be improved by not assuming the retaining structure to be infinitely stiff. 

The elastic strain energy stored in the system was included so that the balance of internal and 

external work could be formulated as:  

∆Ù = ∆r + ∆~     (2.54) 

where ∆~ is the elastic strain energy stored in the retaining system. The elastic strain energy in 

bending the wall can be calculated from the area underneath the moment-curvature relation, 

figure 27 (Bolton, Lam and Vardanega 2010): 

∆��OiP 
OdP9 = 4∗æ6 = �ç∗æÌ
6       (2.55) 

where κ is the curvature of the retaining system. The magnitude of  can be found by taking the 

second differential of the sinusoidal shaped wall deformation giving:     

∆��OiP 
OdP9 = �ç6 »�Ì���½Ì ¿6
       (2.56) 
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Figure 29-Work done per unit length of wall (Bolton, Lam and Vardanega 2010) 

Then by integrating over the full length of the retaining system underneath the lowest support 

level the total elastic strain energy stored in the retaining system is given as (Lam 2010): 

∆~ = �ç6 Ü »�Ì���½Ì ¿6 K`Uè      (2.57) 

Through the assumption of the cosine waveform equation for wall deflection, given by 

O’Rourke (1993), Lam (2010) suggests that the strain energy in the support system could be 

stated as: 

∆~ = ¼é�ç�(�ÆÇÈ )Ì
¾é ê¼U¾ + ëìí (îïðñ )w ò Energy in the retaining system (2.58) 

By fulfilling the criteria’s stated above an energy balance in the system can be obtained. For this 

energy balanced system the ratio of current strains/strength against maximum allowed 

strains/strength in the soil can be studied. This ratio gives information about how far from 

failure of the soil the current state of straining is i.e. the factor of safety against failure. When 

the energy in the system has been balanced the results can be used to estimate the incremental 

wall movements for the different stages of excavation given through O’Rourkes (1993) cosine 

function. The incremental wall movements can then be accumulated and plotted to give an 

estimate of the wall deflection (Lam, 2010) i.e. deformations calculations.  
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Figure 30-The average shear strain can be seen and compared with the way Atkinson (1993) showed shear strains 
for calculating internal work (Bolton, 2012, Rankines lecture) 

2.4.1. Discussion 

This chapter has presented different theories to analyze a retaining system for a deep 

excavation. The first part consists of the theories used in industry today, ULS and SLS, to 

design earth retaining systems. The second part consists of the theory of mobilized strength 

design. Based on the information presented, the designer can perform calculations of wall 

deformations, ground surface settlements and the degree of mobilized shear strength in different 

layers throughout the soil stratum. The calculations can be compared with results from 

numerical calculations to see how they compare with each other.  However, even though the 

principles behind MSD are straight forward and even if the calculations are not too difficult to 

perform the calculation procedure is not as straight forward as the principles and it is quite 

repetitive and time consuming to perform manually. The same calculations of horizontal and 

vertical deformations, areas, strains etc. needs to be performed for each layer in each excavation 

stage since the size of the deformation mechanism is constantly changing with the depth of the 

excavation. If designers are to use the theory to compare results from numerical analysis the 

calculations must be relatively easy and fast to perform. Therefore the designer needs to be able 

to perform the analysis for the different excavation stages in a simple and fast way by using for 

example a pre-programmed computer code.       
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3. PRINCIPLE CALCULATION PROCEDURE AND INPUT DATA  

3.1. Introduction 

The theory of MSD presented above provides a powerful way of studying both deformations 

and the safety against failure in the same calculation. The designer is allowed to in a simple way 

through a number of repetitive and iterative calculations study wall deflections, ground surface 

settlements and the degree of mobilized shear strength throughout the soil stratum. This chapter 

presents a general overview of the calculation procedure and the input data, excluding 

geometric, needed for the analysis.  

3.2. Principle calculation procedure 

The basis for performing an analysis for a deep excavation problem is to balance external work 

with internal work and the elastic energy stored in the retaining system. By assuming a 

maximum displacement, calculations for external work and the energy stored in the retaining 

structure can be performed. Through knowledge of the stress-strain behavior in a soil stratum, 

calculations for internal work can be performed. The principle calculation procedure and the 

specific input data needed for each part of the calculations can be seen in figure 29. 
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Figure 31-Principle calculation procedure and the input data needed for each part of the calculation procedure 
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3.3. Soil testing and soil parameter evaluation 

The soil input parameters needed for the analysis is a stress-strain relation and the density from 

a representative soil sample. The stress-strain relation for soils can be found through different 

types of laboratory tests. Depending of which zone of the shearing mechanism needed to be 

simulated; the stress-strain relation can be found through active- and passive triaxial-tests or 

direct simple shear tests. Since the direct simple shear test is roughly the average of an active- 

and a passive triaxial-test, Lam (2010) suggests in similarity to O’Rourke (1993) that the results 

from a direct simple shear test can be used as a base for all zones when designing earth retaining 

structures for deep excavations.  

 

Figure 32-Different shearing mechanisms in different zones(Clough and Hansen (1981) 

3.2.1. Direct Simple Shear test 

Two “types” of direct shear tests can be performed on soil. First, there is the direct shear test 

consisting of a box split in half in which the soil sample is placed. The upper part of the box half 

are moved horizontally while the lower part is fixed in position. This creates a failure surface 

between the two half’s in which the soil sample is forced to shear. A similar test to the direct 

shear test is the direct simple shear test. The direct simple shear test does not force the sample to 

shear along a specified plane but are instead performed using a reinforced rubber membrane 

which allows the soil to shear along its natural failure line.  

Equipment 

The direct simple shear test was introduced in Sweden in the 1930th when Walter Kjellman 

constructed the first apparatus. The apparatus was improved at the Norwegian Geotechnical 

Institute (NGI) by Landva (1966). The device developed by Landva is in principal constructed 

in the same way as the one developed by Kjellman but with some improved features (Larsson 

2004).  
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In the improved equipment there is a spiral reinforced rubber membrane confining the soil 

sample of size 80x10 mm. The spiral consists of a copper wire, casted into the membrane, with 

a diameter of 0.15 mm and it is winded at 25 turns per centimeter. The reinforced membrane 

allows for vertical and horizontal deformations without changes in diameter and thus the soil 

specimen is uniformly strained in simple shear and plain strain (Bjerrum and Landva 1966).  

 

Figure 33-Direct simple shear testing equipment (Bjerrum and Landva, 1966)) 

1. Soil sample 

2. Reinforced rubber membrane 

3. Wheels for applying dead load  

4. Load gauge for vertical loads 

5. Ball bushing 

6. Dial gauges for measurement of vertical movement 

7. Sliding box 

8. Dial gauge for measurement of horizontal deformation  

9. Ball bushing 

10. Load gauge for horizontal force 

11. Gear box 

12. Exchangeable servo gear motor 

13. Lever arm 

14. Weights  

15. Clamping and adjusting mechanism used for tests with constant volume 

16. Clamping and adjusting mechanism used for tests with constant volume 
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Figure 34-Reinforced rubber membrane used in direct simple shear tests (Bjerrum and Landva, 1966) 
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Test procedure 

The soil sample is placed between the bottom plate and the top cap in the device. The top cap is 

guided to move without tilting through fixity of the soil sample to the carriage. The vertical load 

is transferred to the top cap of the soil sample by a motor and a variable speed gearbox that 

turns a thrust screw. Continuous regulation of the vertical force can be allowed for through the 

connection of the loading rod of the lever arm to a loading mechanism and the continuous 

measurement with a load gauge of the applied vertical load (Bjerrum and Landva 1966). 

Tests can be performed both as drained tests and as undrained tests. The focus in this paper will 

be the undrained, or constant volume, test due to the fundamental assumptions of the theory of 

mobilized strength design as it is offered today. In the course of undrained tests the height of the 

soil sample is allowed to fluctuate during shearing. Instead of keeping a fixed height, the 

vertical pressure is constantly adjusted to avoid compression and dilation of the soil sample. 

During the test, the soil sample is allowed to drain and the rate of strain is chosen so that pore 

pressures within the sample are zero throughout the test. For automated tests the rate of 

deformation is kept at a constant speed of 2 millimeters/24 hours according to Swedish 

Standards (Larsson 2004).   

Evaluation of test-data and soil parameters 

The test-data gained from undrained tests are shear force and horizontal movement. Based on 

the knowledge of applied shear force throughout the test and the area of the soil sample the 

shear stress of the sample can be found. Shear strains, /, can be found using the information of 

horizontal movements, ∆3, and the height of the sample, ℎ. The relation between the 

horizontal deformation and the height of the soil sample is given as (Larsson 2004): 

/ = >][=>? ∆U9       (3.1)  

To evaluate shear strength of the soil, shear-stresses versus shear-strains can be plotted. The 

undrained shear strength, TN , is evaluated as the peak value of the plot. 

3.2.2. Evaluation of mobilized shear strength ratio 

Evaluation of the mobilized shear strength ratio, Ö, is recommended to be performed by 

studying an appropriate stress-strain curve (Bolton et. al. 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 

2011). Mobilized strength design studies the degree of the mobilized shear strength of the soil 

inside the deformation mechanism. Bolton et. al. defines the mobilization ratio, Ö, as the ratio 

between the current level of mobilized shear strength and the peak shear strength, creating a 

value of the factor varying between zero and one.  
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Figure 35-Shows the mobilized strains versus the degree of mobilized strength and how the stress strain curve can be 
estimated through a power curve (Vardanega and Bolton, 2011)  

Vardanega and Bolton (2011) presented results from 115 tests on 19 different clays and silts 

plotted with strains normalized against strains at half the peak shear strength and stresses 

normalized with the peak shear stress, see figure 17.  

 

Figure 36-Shows the result from 115 tests on 19 different clays and silts. The results are plotted with stresses 

normalized against the peak sher strength and strains against the strains mobilized at half the peak shear strength 
(Vardanega and Bolton, 2011) 
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At moderate strain levels, defined as Ö = 0.2 − 0.8 (Vardanega and Bolton 2011), the results 

show very good agreement between each other. Vardanega and Bolton (2011) suggested that the 

relation between stresses and strains therefore could be approximated through a power curve: 

õcØ�×� ≈ 0.5 @ ee÷øÌF8
        (3.2) 

Where ù is a factor varying for different samples (the average of all tests were ù = 0.6 and /456 is the strains at 0.5*TN  (Vardanega and Bolton 2011). 
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF A MATLAB CODE 

4.1. Introduction 

Since the analysis using MSD for deep excavations is very repetitive and time consuming to 

perform manually a calculation tool is needed that can perform the repetitive calculation in a 

fast and simple way. A Matlab code has therefore been written that can study different 

excavation situations and different soil conditions. The code uses the stress strain relationship 

presented by Vardanega and Bolton (2011) to automatically deduce the correct level mobilized 

shear strength. By developing a calculation code the design engineer are allowed to in a fast and 

simple way perform calculations that can be used accompanied by the results from numerical 

analysis.  

This chapter is divided into two main parts. The first part presents the input parameters needed 

for the calculations, how the Matlab code has been developed and how the different equations 

are used in the calculation procedure. The calculation procedure performed in the code is 

reviewed and presented step by step in order to make it as easy as possible to follow the 

calculation. The second part presents input parameters that have been used in a calculation 

example. All parameters involved in the calculation are presented as clearly as possible in order 

to make the example easy as possible to repeat by a different designer.    

4.2. Input parameters 

The geometric input parameters needed for the calculation procedure can be seen in figure 18 

below. As can be seen in the figure, and as presented earlier the calculation makes a distinction 

between wide and narrow excavations. This distinction is made to account for interfering 

deformation zones from for example different retaining structures. 
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Figure 37-Shows the different excavation geometries and what the different input values needed for the analysis refer 

to (Lam, 2010) 

4.3. Calculation procedure 

The procedure of performing calculations using MSD is presented in the “flow chart” found 

below. The flow chart differs some from the presentation above in the order in which equations 

are presented, this choice was made to make it as easy as possible to follow the calculation 

procedure step by step. The flow chart also presents a discussion on how the different 

calculations can be performed and the basis from which they are calculated in the code. 

1 Assume a maximum displacement 

To start, a reasonable maximum wall displacement, :o7�z, bounded by an upper and a 

lower bound is assumed for each excavation stage. If the assumed maximum 

displacement is larger than the displacement that creates a energy balance in the system 

the internal forces are larger than the external forces.    
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2 Divide the soil stratum into n-layers 

The next step is to divide the soil stratum into n-layers with, for simplicity, uniform 

thickness.  Based on this, each layer is given a vertical reference point that helps the 

code trace in which zone each layer is located. 

 

Figure 38-Soil stratum divided into n-layers of equal thickness 

3 Calculate the area of each layer 

After each layer has been traced to a specific zone the area, ³O, of each layer, in each 

deformation zone, on both active and passive side can be calculated. If a layer is located in 

different zones the areas should not be lumped together since they are used separately in the 

calculations for each zone.  The width of the deformation mechanism, û, is for a narrow 

excavation equal to the actual width of the excavation and the width of a wide excavation is 

equal to  (Ä(Ã3 − ℎ´)6 + (Ã3 − ℎ´)6) since the wedge in zone FHI is assumed to be a 45 degree 

isosceles triangle. 

 

Figure 39-Areas of different layers and how they overlay each other (Lam 2010) 
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4 Calculate horizontal and vertical deformations in each layer 

The deformation mechanism differs between the different zones. The horizontal, :oz, 

and vertical, :o½ , component of the deformation can be calculated based on the 

equations presented by Lam (2010):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

:o½ = − δw,-+2 Ë1 − cos à2πxλ ãÍ 

:oz = 0 

For zone ABDC: 

:o½ = δw,-+2 þ1 − cos�2πÄx6 + y6λ ��ê −xÄx6 + y6ò 

:oz = δw,-+2 þ1 − cos�2πÄx6 + y6λ ��ê yÄx6 + y6ò 

For zone CDE:  

:o½ = δw,-+2 þ1 − cos�2πÛh + Äx6 + y6Ýλ ��ê xÄx6 + y6ò 

:oz = δw,-+2 þ1 − cos�2πÛh + Äx6 + y6Ýλ ��ê yÄx6 + y6ò 

For zone EFH (wide excavation):  

δw* = δw+ = √2δw,-+4 ��
��
�1 − cos

�
��2π Ðh + √22 (x − y)Ñ

λ
�
�	

��
��
�
 

For zone FHI (wide excavation):  

:o½ = λδwmax4B Ðπ + 2πyλ + sin ê2πyλ òÑ »sin @πxB F¿ 
:oz = δwmax2 Ð1 + cos ê2πyλ òÑ »cos @πxB F¿ 

For zone EFHI (narrow excavation):  
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5 Calculate external work 

Based on the calculations performed above, the change in potential energy, ÕÙ7, or 

external work,  for excavation stage 0 in each layer 2 on both passive and active side, 

with different signs, can be calculated according to:  

ÕÙ7 = 
Ûγë-�(m, i)dw*(m, i)A(m, i)Ýí
ì5u  

/U�P  is the saturated weight of soil and Ko½ is the average vertical deformation 

component of each layer. Since the code studies plain strain problems the volume in 

each layer of the deformation mechanism is equal to the area of each layer of the same 

deformation mechanism, therefore the volume stated in the equations presented by Lam 

(2010) is exchanged here to be stated as the area of each layer.   

 

6 Calculate the accumulated external work  

By summing up the change in gravitational energy the total potential energy, ∆Ù, for 

the entire deformation mechanism and all previous excavation stages, with exception to 

the cantilever stage, can be found: 

 

∆Ù = 
 ∆Ù4
75u  

 

7 Calculate the incremental shear strain 

The incremental shear strain, :/, in layer ? for excavation stage 0 can be calculated 

through: 

:/(0, ?) =
Ü ¡ßà�oz�` + �o½�À ã6 − 4�oz�` �o½�À ¢ K³

Ü K³  

In the code, À/2 have been chosen as the reference point to calculate the average 

derivative of the horizontal deformation i.e. in layers located in zone ABCD, as an 

example, the reference point is Á/2. 
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8 Calculate the accumulated mobilized shear strain 

The total mobilized shear strain for excavation stage 0 in each layer 2 can be calculated 

through: 

/(0, 2) = :/(0, 2) ∗ ³(0, 2) + /(0 − 1, 2) ∗ ³(0 − 1, 2)³(0, 2)  

:/ is the incremental shear strain in each layer in each excavation stage and / is the 

accumulated shear strain from all previous excavation stages with exception of the 

cantilever phase.   

 

9 Calculate the degree of mobilized shear strength 

By using the total mobilized shear strain, /, a suitable value for the stress-strain ratio, Ö, 

can be found using a representative stress-strain curve from a direct simple shear test, 

where Ö is equal to: 

Ö = [N,7�8(0, 2)[N(0, 2)  

 

Figure 40-Shows how the mobilized strain can be read of for different levels of moblized shear (Osman, Bolton and 
Lam, 2008) 

This suggests that the designer must have information about the mobilized shear 

strength retrieved based on the mobilized shear strain. However, Vardanega and Bolton 

(2011) suggested, based on 115 tests on 19 different clays, that Ö could be calculated 

through: 

Ö = ùZ ∗ ê /(0, ?)/9��(0, ?)ò8
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where /9��  is equal to the strains when half of the maximum shear stress have been 

mobilized and ù and ùZ are curve fitting values. The latter equation is the one used by 

the code to automatically calculate the mobilization factor. In the original equation the 

factor ùZ is set to an average value of 0.5, this however limits the possibilities of the 

equation and is therefore neglected and instead exchanged for a factor that can be varied 

by the designer. 

 

10 Calculate the internal work 

The total work, Õr, or internal work, done in shearing the soil can know be calculated 

as:  

∆r = 
£Ö(0, 2)[N(0, 2)|:/(0, 2)|³(0, 2)¤O
i5u  

[N is the undrained shear strength of the soil in each layer 2. [N is used in the code as an 

initial value that increases with depth, where the value of ` is again used as the 

reference point of each specific layer. Note that the internal work share the same sign on 

both active and passive side of the retaining structure and the external work does not.  

 

The internal work and the external work can know be compared and it can be seen that 

they are in the same order of magnitude. However, to even more accurately calculate 

the deformations in the retaining wall, the energy stored in the retaining system should 

be involved as part of the analysis (Lam, 2010).   

 

11 Calculate the energy stored in the retaining system 

The potential energy stored in the retaining system, ∆~, through straining of the system 

can be calculated through: 

∆~ = |��ó:o7�z6Á� ¡|3Á + 32? @4|3Á F4 ¢ 

in which Á is the wavelength of deformation and 3 the length of the unsupported wall 

underneath the lowest support level. 

 

12 Calculate the energy balance of the system 

Once again, comparison can be made between the total energy of external works and 

the total energy of internal work, with the energy stored in the retaining system 

involved in the equation.  
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∆Ù = ∆r + ∆~ 

13 Calculate the deformations in the retaining wall 

When an energy balance of the retaining system have been found a displacement profile 

of the deformations can be calculated and plotted based on the cosine function given by 

O´Rourke (1993). 

 

:o = :o02 Ë1 − [\3 à2|`Á ãÍ 
 

14 Calculate the total deformations accumulated from each excavation stage 

When the deformation patterns in the retaining structure have been found for each 

excavation stage, the total displacement of the retaining wall equals the sum of the 

deformations from all excavation stages. The accumulated deformation profiles can be 

plotted as one deformation curve representing the deformation profile of the retaining 

structure. 

4.4. Limitations 

The first assumption that is made in the theory of MSD is undrained soil conditions where no 

volume change will be present through the analysis. In order to meet this requirement only clay 

will be relevant to analyze with the theory as it is stated today. 

The calculations performed in this thesis assume plain strain conditions i.e. no 3-Dimensional 

effects are taken into account. Lam (2010) presents calculations with integrations that are being 

made over a specific volume. As plain strain conditions are assumed in this thesis, the volume 

referred to in certain equations is equal to the area of the same part of the deformation 

mechanism.  

In the calculations performed by the developed code, certain assumptions are made. 

When studying the area of a certain layer the middle of that specific layer is used as a reference 

point for determining which calculations that are to be made i.e. if the soil stratum is divided 

into layers with a thickness of 2 meters the first layer will use 1 meter from the top of the layer 

as a reference point. If the reference level falls at the exact same level as the division of the two 

zones ABCD and CDE it will use the calculations for ABCD. The assumption does not really 

create a problem since the error from this will be relatively small and a simple solution to the 

problem is to divide the soil stratum into more layers. 

The reference point stated above is used as the point of reference for the calculations of vertical 

deformation. This means that the code uses the average deformation in each specific layer to 
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perform the analysis. This choice was made in order to create a simpler code. The problem can 

in the same way as for the area calculation be solved in a simple way where the soil stratum is 

again divided into more layers, creating a more accurate solution. This subject will be further 

discussed later in the thesis and it will be shown that the error from this is limited. 

The calculation of the mobilization factor is based on the equation presented by Vardanega and 

Bolton (2011). The equation is based on results from tests on 19 different clays which shows a 

similar behavior regardless of the location from which it has been retrieved. This generalization 

is made in order to make the calculation procedure as automatic as possible. However, this 

generalization introduces a possible error which can affect the precision of the results from the 

analysis.    

4.5. Input data for calculation example 

In order to study how precise the developed Matlab code calculates the balanced energy in a 

earth retaining system and through this the deformations behind and within an earth retaining 

structure a calculation example has been performed. The calculation example is based on the 

calculation example used in Osman and Bolton (2006) with the difference that the calculations 

presented here is also performed using the theory presented by Lam (2010) that accounts for 

ground layering.  

Calculations based on the input data from the calculation example have been performed using 

Mathcad in order to have results from the different calculations during different stages of the 

calculation procedure to compare with. The stress strain relationship used in the calculation 

procedure is based on the stress strain relation presented by Whittle (1993) which have been 

approximated by using the equation presented by Vardanega and Bolton (2011). 

Calculations have been performed in three different stages, first an unsupported excavation to 

2,5 meters are performed, second the first support is installed at the ground surface, third a 

second support is installed at a vertical spacing of 2,5 meters and excavation is made to a depth 

of 5 meters. Input data for the different calculation stages can be seen in table 1. 
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Table 1-Input parameters used in the calculation example 
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The stress-strain relation of the soil can be seen in figure 2.2 and on a logarithmic scale in figure 

2.3. In order to make the tables as easy as possible to understand, and use, both tables are 

presented as strains versus the degree of mobilized shear strength. Figure 2.3 is presented on a 

logarithmic scale in order for the small strains to be easily studied and read off. 

 

Figure 41-Shows how the mobilized strength versus strains differs depending on different input data. All curves 

based on the equation after Vardanega and Bolton (2011) with input values given in table 2, with the exception to the 
value specified in the figure 
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Figure 42-Shows the same curves as figure 22 but plotted on a log-scale 

The input values used in the calculation example can be seen in table 1. In the original equation ùZ is stated to be on average 0.5 and therefore the option to manipulate this value is not given. 

However, the equation is, as can be seen in figure 22, extremely sensitive to all the parameters 

that goes into it wherefore 0.5 is replaced with a factor, ùZ, that can be manipulated depending 

on the specific case studied. In order to show this effect and to show the sensitivity of the 

equation one parameter at a time has been exchanged in the equation and is presented in the 

different curves in figure 22 and 23.  

Table 2-Input parameters for the estimation of the stress strain relation 
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5. RESULTS 

5.1. Cantilever stage – zone calculation using Mathcad 

The first part of the calculation is the cantilever stage. The mobilized strength ratio has been 

calculated by finding the ratio between the external work and the internal work divided by the 

mobilized strength ratio i.e. an energy balance between the external work and internal work.  

The mobilized strength ratio for the case studied is found to be Ö = 0.828. By using the stress 

strain curve for this specific case the mobilized shear strains can be read of for the appropriate 

mobilized strength ratio as can be seen in figure 36.  

The mobilized strain for this excavation stage is found to be: 

/0\ù = @è.�6�è.�� F ��.é� ∗ 0.23 = 0.668 %    (5.1) 

This gives a resulting wall rotation from the mobilized strains equal to: 

:� = è.���6 = 0.334     (5.2) 

and a resulting displacement at the top of the retaining wall of: 

∆= è.��wuèè ∗ 12.5 = 0.0418 0     (5.3) 
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Figure 43-Stress strain relation used in the calculations and how the mobilized strains are found based on the degree 
of shear strength mobilized 

The maximum displacements for this excavation stage are approximately 42 mm and are 

occurring at the top of the retaining wall.

  

Figure 44-Deformed retaining structure 
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5.2. Installation of first support level – zone calculation using Mathcad 

At the second stage of the excavation sequence, the first level of support is installed at the 

ground surface. The distance from the support level to the bottom of the excavation is equal to 

the excavation depth of 2.5 meters. By using an iterative procedure of finding the maximum 

deformation a maximum displacement of 3.188 mm were assumed in the final iteration. This 

deformation gives rise to the energy states of internal and external work seen in table 3. 

 

Table 3-Resulting external- and internal work for each zone involved in the deformation mechanism for the assumed 

displacement  

Zone �������� ��� !  

(J) 

External work 

 

(J) 

ABCD - - 

CDE 3.495 8.966 

EFH 2.045 -2.102 

FIH 1.243 -5.074 

 

Since the first level of support is installed at the ground surface, there is no zone ABCD 

involved in the deformation mechanism for this excavation stage. By studying conservation of 

energy as the basis of the theory, external work should equal internal work and the mobilized 

strength ratio can simply be calculated as the ratio between external work and internal work 

over Ö. 

Ö = è�u�.���j�."��j".��(è��.�����.�w��6.��") = 0.264    (5.4) 

In similarity to the cantilever stage an appropriate level of mobilized strains is found in figure 

41. 
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Figure 45- Stress strain relation used in the calculations and how the mobilized strains are found based on the 
degree of shear strength mobilized 

and are found to be equal to: 

/0\ù = @è.6�wè.�� F ��.é� ∗ 0.23 = 0.0255 %    (5.5) 

By using the relationship between the average strains mobilized in the deformation mechanism 

and the length of the wall, a maximum displacement is calculated equal to: 

δwm = è.è6��∗6�6 ∗ uuèè = 3.188 ∗ 10j� m    (5.6) 

This maximum displacement is then used in the cosine function presented by O´Rourke (1993) 

to plot the displacement function of the retaining structure. 
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Figure 46-Displacement pattern in the retaining wall for the second excavation stage 

5.3. Installation of second support level – zone calculation using Mathcad 

In the last excavation stage, the second level of support is installed with a vertical spacing 

between the two support levels of 2.5 meters and another 2.5 meter of soil is excavated. By 

using the same iterative procedure as in stage two a maximum displacement of 8.35 mm is 

assumed in the final iteration. The energy state in the soil stratum resulting from this assumed 

displacement can be seen in table 4. 

 

Table 4-Resulting external- and internal work for each zone involved in the deformation mechanism for the assumed 

displacement  

Zone �������� ��� !  

(J) 

External work 

 

(J) 

ABCD 0.306 4.697 

CDE 10.725 23.848 

EFH 6.055 -5.505 

FIH 4.057 -13.29 
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Since the second support is installed at a vertical spacing of 2.5 meters, the zone ABCD in this 

excavation stage consists of the upper 2.5 meters of soil. The mobilized strength ratio is again 

found by taking the ratio between external work and internal work over the degree of 

mobilization. 

Ö = �.w���w6.u��j".��"j6�.���è.���u".6���uè.�����.6�" = 0.44    (5.7) 

The strain level mobilized can be read of from figure 26 and the total mobilized strains are 

found to be: 

/0\ù = @è.wwè.��F ��.é� ∗ 0.23 = 0.109 %    (5.8) 

Since this level of strains consists of strains accumulated from both excavation stages the level 

of strains resulting from the first stage of the excavation must be deduced from the total strains 

mobilized. The strains mobilized in this excavation stage are therefore equal to: 

/0\ù = 0.109 − 0.0255 = 0.0835 %    (5.9) 

 

 

Figure 47- Stress strain relation used in the calculations and how the mobilized strains are found for each excavation 
stage based on the degree of shear strength mobilized 
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Again by using the relationship between the average strains mobilized in the deformation 

mechanism and the length of the wall the maximum displacement for this level of mobilized 

strain can be calculated as: 

:o0 = è.è���∗6è6 ∗ uuèè = 8.35 ∗ 10j� 0    (5.10) 

The maximum deformation calculated is again used in the cosine function presented by 

O´Rourke and the accumulated deformation profile from all excavation stages can be plotted.   

 

Figure 48-Deformation pattern of the retaining structure for excavation stage three and accumulated for all 
excavation stages 
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5.4. Cantilever stage – layer calculation using Matlab 

The same procedure as the one used in the calculations with zones of soils can be used to 

calculate deformations but in combination with dividing the soil stratum into zones the stratum 

is also divided into soil layers with equal thickness. The cantilever stage is calculated the same 

way both in the original theory presented by Bolton et. al. (2004, 2006, 2007, 2008) and in the 

theory of layered calculations, and thereby the code. The results are therefore exactly the same 

for the two different procedures. 

 

Figure 49-Deformed retaining structure for the cantilever excavation stage 

 

Figure 50- Average shear strength mobilized in the deformation mechanism for the cantilever stage 
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5.5. Installation of first support level – layer calculation using Matlab 

As in the calculation performed using zones, the first level of support is installed at the ground 

surface. The soil stratum is divided into 10 layers of equal thickness of 2.5 meters. Since the 

first level of support is located at the ground surface there are no calculations that relate to zone 

ABCD that are being performed i.e. the distance from the ground surface to the lowest support 

level is zero.  

The first step is to generate an undrained shear strength profile through the entire soil stratum 

involved in the deformation mechanism. Second, the area of each layer is calculated by 

integrating over the whole area underneath the curve limiting the fan zone.  Third, the average 

vertical and horizontal displacement resulting from the assumed displacement of the same size 

as in the calculation procedure using zones is calculated in each layer and the average 

incremental shear strain in each layer is calculated by using equation (3.3). Based on the 

calculated incremental average shear strains mobilized the degree of mobilization and the 

internal work done in each layer can be calculated. The results from the calculations in each 

layer can be seen in Appendix 1, table 5.  

The calculated internal work should equal the external work in order to follow the basic laws of 

conservation of energy.  To calculate the external work the area of each layer calculated for 

internal work is again used in the calculations. The average vertical settlements are also used 

based on the calculations performed in the calculations for internal work and the energy from 

external work can be calculated. The results from these calculations can be seen in Appendix 1, 

table 6. The weight of the soil can obviously differ for each layer but since the theory of using 

zones is not capable of handling this in the same manner a choice have been made for the sake 

of comparison between the two calculation procedures to use the same weight for each layer, /U�P = 18 $Q/03. 

The same procedure that has been performed for the active side should also be performed for all 

zones and all layers on the passive side. The result from this calculation procedure can be seen 

in Appendix 1, table 7, 8, 9 and 10. 

The energy from both external- and internal work for each zone can be calculated and the results 

compared with each other. This leads for this excavation stage to a maximum displacement, 

with very good agreement between external- and internal work, of 2.3 mm.   
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Figure 51-Deformed retaining structure resulting from the second excavation stage and accumulated deformation 
pattern of the retainnig structure for both excavation stages 

  

Figure 52- Average mobilized shear strength in each layer in each zone 
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5.6. Installation of second support level – layer calculation using Matlab 

The same calculation procedure as the one performed for the second excavation stage should be 

repeated for the second excavation stage. The maximum displacement assumed in this stage of 

the excavation sequence is equal to the one used for the calculation procedure using zones of 

soil. The results, for both active- and passive side, from this analysis can be seen in Appendix 1.  

As can be seen in the tables the area of each layer decreases in the second excavation stage due 

to the decrease of Á.   

In the tables the area of the two upper layers on the passive side is zero. This is due to the 

excavation going deeper and the second layer is therefore also excavated. In zone FHI the area 

of the two lower layers are also zero since zone FHI is a 45 degree isosceles which does not go 

as deep as the full deformation mechanism.  

Again, as for the second excavation stage the total energy from external- and internal work for 

all zones must agree with each other and the same iterative procedure as for the second 

excavation stage is performed. This iterative procedure gives a state of equilibrium between 

external- and internal work when the maximum displacement is assumed to be 6.0 mm. 

 

Figure 53-Deformed retaining structure in the last excavation stage and the accumulated deformed retaining wall 
from all excavation stages 
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Figure 54- Average mobilized shear strength in each layer in each zone  

 

5.7. Discussion 

As can be seen in the calculation example the result from the two different analyses differs 

between one another. The deformations calculated based on the theory of dividing the soil into 

different zones are larger than the deformations calculated based on the theory of dividing the 

soil into both zones and layers. The deformations calculated based on the theory of zones 

presented by Osman and Bolton (2004, 2005, 2006) does not present an exact value of what the 

deformations should be, the value can only be used as a guidance whether or not the calculated 

deformations are in a reasonable order of magnitude. The percentage error, of about 20-30 %, 

between the two calculation procedures is considered to be a quite large value. However, since 

the deformations are calculated in meters the value of the deformations lies in this case in the 

third decimal and can therefore be considered as acceptable. 

Figure 48 and 50 accompanied by tables in appendix 1 shows the degree of mobilization in each 

layer in each zone. The degree of mobilization is quite consistent throughout the soil stratum 

with exception to the degree of mobilization in the first layer in zone EFH and the last layer in 

zone FHI. It is not illogical that the degree of mobilization is larger than the average at the 

excavation surface close to the retaining wall. However, the value suggests that the soil has 

gone to failure in that particular layer and zone when the rest of the soil stratum is quite far 

away from failure. The value for the last layer in zone FHI does not suggest that it has gone to 

failure but that it is very close to it. These two results are not considered to be representative to 

reality but are instead considered to lie within the calculation procedure in the Matlab code.        
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6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The possibility to analyze the degree of mobilized shear strength in each layer throughout the 

soil stratum involved in the deformation mechanism is a very powerful tool to study the 

mechanics of a deep excavation. By studying the degree of mobilization the designer is allowed 

to make sure that the soil has not gone to failure in any part of the deformation mechanism 

involved in the analysis. However, the system studies values that are quite small and therefore a 

high level of accuracy is needed for the analysis to work correctly.  

By dividing the soil stratum into soil layers, much greater possibilities for analyzing the results 

are given. A major contribution to the applicability of the theory and the code is the possibility 

to estimate the stress-strain curve based on the equation presented by Vardanega and Bolton 

(2011). The curve is very sensitive to the different input parameters that go into the equation 

wherefore the designer is given very large opportunities to make good approximations of the 

shear strength profile in specific cases. The sensitivity of the equation does however also create 

a possibility of error, which will have a large impact on the results, if correct input values are 

not used. 

Mobilized strength design does however have some areas in which it can be further improved in 

order to be more applicable to reality.  

First, the way that the wavelength of the deformation is defined today is the length of the 

retaining wall from the lowest support level to the bottom of the wall or to a hard layer. This 

basis implies that the wavelength of deformation is at its peak in the first excavation stage and 

that the full length of the retaining structure, or even twice its length, will be involved in the 

deformation mechanism for all excavation stages if a hard layer is not located at a shallower 

depth. This assumption can be further studied since the full length of the retaining structure will 

probably not be involved in the deformation mechanism in the shallow excavation stages if the 

retaining structure goes deep. In order to have a kick-out displacement in the bottom of the 

excavation the value of α should have values ranging in the order of magnitude presented by 

O´Rourke (1993). Instead the value of 3 can be modified for the shallow excavation stages to be 

allowed to have a value smaller then the length of the wall underneath the lowest support level 

and thereby allowing some parts of the retaining structure to be left outside the deformation 

mechanism, even if it is located in a layer of soft clay.  

Second, a common feature of deep excavations in Sweden and especially in the Stockholm area 

is quite shallow depths to the underlying bedrock. This forces excavations to be made down to 

the bedrock which means that no passive earth pressures are apparent in the excavation system 

for the last excavation stage. To handle this, retaining structures are regularly fixed into the 
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bedrock by rock bolts inside the retaining structure. When rock blasting is needed the retaining 

structure is further strengthened by the use of a concrete edge beam at the foot of the retaining 

structure to ensure that the blasting works will not affect the support to the rock bolts from the 

underlying bedrock. Mobilized strength design as it is presented today does not give support on 

how to incorporate this into the calculation. In order for the theory to be fully applicable in 

Sweden it should be further studied how this can be incorporated into the calculation.  

7. CONCLUSIONS  

The mobilized strength design method is a powerful and simple way to study different parts of 

the deformation mechanics involved in a deep excavation system. The designer is allowed to 

study the mechanics of the excavation mechanism that other tools does not. Mobilized strength 

design can be used as a tool to validate results from finite element analysis of deformations of a 

retaining structure and the settlements in the soil retained, or as a tool to make starting estimates 

of the deformations that can be expected from different excavation situations. The theory can 

also be used to calculate the mobilization factor in the soil involved in the deformation 

mechanism. By calculating the mobilization factor the designer is allowed to study how far from 

failure the retained soil is in certain excavation stages and at certain depths in the soil stratum, 

without having to involve slip surfaces. 

The theory itself is not complex and the designer is not required to have a deep understanding 

of, for example complex theories of soil models in finite element analysis. Instead the theory 

uses basic principles of soil mechanics to analyze complex geotechnical challenges. 
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9. APPENDIX 

9.1. Installation of first support level – layer calculation using Matlab 

Active side 

Table 5-Resulting energy from internal work for each layer, on the active side, involved in the deformation 

mechanism for the assumed displacement 

Layer Area 

 

 

(m2) 

Undrained 

shear strength 

 

(kPa) 

Average 

shear strain 

*10-3 

(-) 

Mobilized 

factor 

 

(-) 

Energy from 

internal work 

 

(J) 

1 62.3956 7.3369    0.2187    0.2502     0.0251 

2 61.7658    11.6366    0.2027    0.2436     0.0355 

3 60.4866    15.9364    0.1728    0.2304    0.0384 

4 58.5150    20.2361    0.1365    0.2121     0.0343 

5 55.7776    24.5359    0.1249    0.2056    0.0352 

6 52.1529    28.8356    0.1659    0.2271     0.0566 

7 47.4362    33.1354    0.2606    0.2660    0.1090 

8 41.2490 37.4351 0.3179 0.2851 0.1400 

9 32.7416    41.7349    0.3109    0.2830     0.1202 

10 18.3043 46.0346 0.2171 0.2495 0.0456 
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Table 6-Resulting external work for each layer, on the active side, involved in the deformation mechanism for the 

assumed displacement 

Layer Area 

 

(m2) 

Average settlement 

 

(m) 

Energy from 

external work 

(J) 

1 62.3956 -0.0011    1.2908 

2 61.7658    -0.0011    1.2637 

3 60.4866    -0.0011    1.1748 

4 58.5150    -0.0010    1.0054 

5 55.7776    -0.0008    0,7735 

6 52.1529    -0.0005    0.5147 

7 47.4362    -0.0003    0.2829 

8 41.2490 -0.0002 0.1166 

9 32.7416    -0.0000    0.0272 

10 18.3043 -0.0000 0.0010 

 

Passive side - Zone EFH 

Table 7-Resulting energy from internal work for each layer, in zone EFH, involved in the deformation mechanism for 

the assumed displacement 

Layer  Area 

 

(m2) 

Undrained 

shear strength 

(kPa) 

Average 

shear strain 

(-) 

Mobilization 

factor 

(-) 

Energy from 

internal work 

(J) 

1 0.0000 7.3369    0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

2 3.1250 11.6366    0.0012     0.4500 0.0191 

3 9.3750 15.9364    0.0005     0.3299 0.0238 

4 15.6250 20.2361    0.0002   0.2474 0.0166 

5 21.8750 24.5359    0.0001   0.2192 0.0176 

6 28.1250 28.8356    0.0003     0.2768 0.0655 

7 34.3750 33.1354    0.0003     0.2899 0.1101 
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8 38.8176 37.4351 0.0004 0.2976 0.1552 

9 30.9181 41.7349    0.0005    0.3362 0.2207 

10 17.3349 46.0346 0.0007 0.3829 0.2254 

 

Table 8-Resulting external work for each layer, in zone EFH, involved in the deformation mechanism for the assumed 

displacement  

Layer  Area 

 

(m2) 

Average settlement 

 

(m) 

Energy from 

external work 

(J) 

1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

2 3.1250 0.0000     -0.0018 

3 9.3750 0.0002     -0.0379 

4 15.6250 0.0006     -0.1691 

5 21.8750 0.0008     -0.3174 

6 28.1250 0.0009     -0.4492 

7 34.3750 0.0007     -0.4091 

8 38.8176 0.0004 -0.2665 

9 30.9181 0.0002     -0.1043 

10 17.3349 0.0000 -0.0169 

 

Passive side - Zone FHI 

Table 9-Resulting energy from internal work for each layer, in zone FHI, involved in the deformation mechanism for 

the assumed displacement 

Layer  Area 

 

(m2) 

Undrained 

shear strength 

(kPa) 

Average 

shear strain 

(-) 

Mobilization 

factor 

(-) 

Energy from 

internal work 

(J) 

1 0.0000 0.0000    0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

2 73.2995    11.6366    0.0001     0.2010   0.0201 

3 60.7995    15.9364    0.0002     0.2379     0.0437 

4 48.2995    20.2361    0.00012     0.2453     0.0495 

5 35.7995    24.5359    0.0001     0.2093     0.0241 

6 23.2995     28.8356    0.0001    0.2108     0.0190 
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7 10.7995 33.1354    0.0004             0.3161 0.0483 

8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

9 0.0000 0.0000    0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Table 10-Resulting external work for each layer, in zone FHI, involved in the deformation mechanism for the 

assumed displacement 

Layer  Area 

 

(m2) 

Average settlement 

 

(m) 

Energy from 

external work 

(J) 

1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

2 73.2995    0.0009     -1.2119 

3 60.7995    0.0008     -0.8526 

4 48.2995    0.0004     -0.3668 

5 35.7995    0.0002     -0.1438 

6 23.2995     0.0005     -0.2157 

7 10.7995 0.0011             -0.2123 

8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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9.2. Installation of second support level – layer calculation using Matlab 

Active side 

Table 11-Resulting energy from internal work for each layer, on the active side, involved in the deformation 

mechanism for the assumed displacement 

Layer Area 

 

(m2) 

Undrained 

shear strength 

(kPa) 

Average 

shear strain 

(-) 

Mobilization 

factor 

(-) 

Energy from 

internal work 

(J) 

1 45.0000 7.3369   0.0006    0.2783     0.0265 

2 44.9071    11.6366    0.0007   0.3166     0.0670 

3 44.3463  15.9364    0.0006   0.3102     0.0826 

4 43.2028    20.2361    0.0005    0.2904     0.0787 

5 41.4280    24.5359    0.0004    0.2575     0.0572 

6 38.9352    28.8356    0.0004    0.2531     0.0590 

7 35.9352    33.1354    0.0008    0.3124     0.1390 

8 31.0540 37.4351 0.0010 0.3536 0.2207 

9 24.7341    41.7349    0.0010    0.3573     0.2037 

10 13.8530 46.0346 0.0007 0.3235 0.0857 
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Table 12-Resulting external work for each layer, on the active side, involved in the deformation mechanism for the 

assumed displacement  

Layer Area 

 

(m2) 

Average settlement 

 

(m) 

Energy from 

external work 

(J) 

1 45.0000 -0.0030 3.7208 

2 44.9071    -0.0030  3.6851 

3 44.3463  -0.0029 3.5254 

4 43.2028    -0.0027 3.1296 

5 41.4280    -0.0023   2.4844 

6 38.9352    -0.0017   1.7005 

7 35.9352    -0.0010   0.9453 

8 31.0540 -0.0005 0.3861 

9 24.7341    -0.0001    0.0856 

10 13.8530 -0.0000 0.0022 

 

Passive side- Zone EFH 

Table 13-Resulting energy from internal work for each layer, in zone EFH, involved in the deformation mechanism 

for the assumed displacement 

Layer  Area 

 

(m2) 

Undrained 

shear strength 

(kPa) 

Average 

shear strain 

(-) 

Mobilization 

factor 

(-) 

Energy from 

internal work 

(J) 

1 0.0000 0.0000   0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

2 0.0000 0.0000    0.0000     0.0000 0.0000 

3 2.5313 15.9364    0.0304     1.4069 1.6087 

4 7.5937 20.2361    0.0013     0.4703 0.0888 

5 12.6562 24.5359    0.0016     0.5055 0.2359 

6 17.7187 28.8356    0.0018     0.5241 0.4446 

7 22.7812 33.1354    0.0016     0.5009 0.5505 

8 27.8437 37.4351 0.0011 0.4458 0.4841 

9 22.8214 41.7349    0.0008     0.4002 0.2913 

10 12.8287 46.0346 0.0005 0.3228 0.0787 
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Table 14-Resulting external work for each layer, in zone EFH, involved in the deformation mechanism for the 

assumed displacement  

Layer  Area 

 

(m2) 

Average settlement 

 

(m) 

Energy from 

external work 

(J) 

1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

2 0.0000 0.0000  -0.0018 

3 2.5313 0.0000    -0.0379 

4 7.5937 0.0008    -0.2773 

5 12.6562 0.0022     -0.8297 

6 17.7187 0.0021     -1.1316 

7 22.7812 0.0015     -1.0057 

8 27.8437 0.0006 -0.5771 

9 22.8214 0.0004     -0.2546 

10 12.8287 0.0000 -0.0246 

 

Passive side- Zone FHI 

Table 15-Resulting energy from internal work for each layer, in zone FHI, involved in the deformation mechanism for 

the assumed displacement 

Layer  Area 

 

(m2) 

Undrained 

shear strength 

(kPa) 

Average 

shear strain 

(-) 

Mobilization 

factor 

(-) 

Energy from 

internal work 

(J) 

1 0.0000 0.0000   0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

2 0.0000    0.0000    0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 

3 52.8722    15.9364    0.0004     0.3053     0.0927 

4 42.7472    20.2361    0.0007     0.3676     0.1933 

5 32.6222    24.5359    0.0006     0.3512     0.1493 

6 22.4972     28.8356    0.0009    0.4183     0.2366 

7 12.3722 33.1354    0.0033             0.6459 0.7971 

8 2.2472 37.4351 0.0099 0.9510 0.7260 

9 0.0000 0.0000    0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
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Table 16-Resulting external work for each layer, in zone FHI, involved in the deformation mechanism for the 

assumed displacement 

Layer  Area 

 

(m2) 

Average settlement 

 

(m) 

Energy from 

external work 

(J) 

1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

2 0.0000    0.0000     -1.2119 

3 52.8722    0.0025     -3.2544 

4 42.7472    0.0025     -2.2944 

5 32.6222    0.0016     -1.0688 

6 22.4972     0.0003     -0.3478 

7 12.3722 0.0007             -0.3591 

8 2.2472 0.0000 0.0000 

9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

10 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 


